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BIOLA HOUR HIQILIQITS
ISSUE NO. 5
FEATURING APRIL, 1976 MESSAGES

A ''WAIL" OF A SONG
By: Dr. Al Sanders
d of God we have some of the most exciting testimonies concerning man's
be fmmd anywhere. Nowhere is there more beautiful "soul music" than
is described for us in the 13th chapter of the book of Psalms, a martion of Scripture, written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, by
own as "the Sweet Singer of Israel."
rested in reading recently in the Los Angeles Times a pertinent quotation
anley E. Lindquist, professor of Psychology at California State University
• As a psychologist he was deploring the use of such things as the tra"smile" buttons. I'm sure you are familiar with all those friendly yellow
tle pictures which would encourage the observer always to feel happy and
Dr. Lindquist suggests that as a Christian such a philosophy is in real
His reasoning is because people just don't always feel on top. There are
discouragement. To teach othenvise could be both dishonest as well as
gically damaging. In fact, he points out, it could lead to utter despair.
is that it just isn't true that believers should always be happy and
iving on "cloud nine." We all know from personal experience that this just
take place.
Y I was in our printer's establishment. It is one of these fast service
s. I picked up a thing which is known as ''Murphy's Law." It may be very
to you:

"Nottu.n.g i-6 Cl6 ea.6 y Cl6 i l look.6.
Evefl.ljt.IU.n.g taQe;., lon.ge~ .than you
expect.
An.d in anyt.IU.n.g c.avi go w~on.g, i l will,
At the woMt poMible moment."
t i~' trials and testings are conunon to all of us. There is an old French
~hicl\,puts it succinctly, "Sickness comes on horseback, but goes slowly
oot.
Haven't you found that to be true? All of a sudden you are hit
1Iobl~~k particularly perhaps some physical ailment. But getting over it,
on~~ed1 . e you a:e on top again may take much much longer. Perhaps you have
if you will ever be restored to health again.

f:Sw a wo~an who had been

injured rather seriously in an automobile accident.
and ~ ~raculously spared, particularly as a result of her doctor's skillful
t ineih of. Ja:owledge. He very faithfully did all that he possibly could,
li d~ ongm~l surgery but also on a day to day basis. It was a marvel
ve • Despairing of being in a hospital bed for so many days, however,

the woman began to fee 1 that maybe she would never get out of the Pla
particular day, feeling very low and depressed when the doctor visited
"How much longer am I going to have to stay here?" His kind, patient
yet forceful reply was, "Just one day at a t~me." Wher: you get r ight'
that's all any of us can expect. Most certainly that is all the stren
promises to give us: just one day at a time.
As one goes through the Psalms he can't help but be impressed by how

distress, discouragement, and a disturbed state of mind the write r ac
And so are we! It may not be that today we are faced with
but sometime soon we will be--of that we can be assured! You may neve
as bold in your prayer life as David, but he may say some things
that we almost hesitate even to think, much less to articulate.
Just basically, before we look at the first verse, note quickly again
tion. It shows that David purposed this to be used by the Chief Musici
Psalm so inscribed rreans two things. First of all, it is to be entered
the entire congregation for their spiritual benefit, and indeed this is
fitting. And second, the testimony should be worthy of the best solois
carry the impact of those who might read and hear and understand.
Coming to the depths of his experience the Psalmist begins, "How l ong w
forget me 0 Lord? for ever? How long wilt Thou hide Thy face from ire?
ever looked up in to the heavens, spiritually, and found them to be abso.
responsive? It just seemed impossible to penetrate the darlmess so tha
see the Savior's face. Have you ever felt like you were placed on a s
begin to get the impression that maybe you will never be used again. I
because of your age or heal th or some other reason. Here the Psalmis t
that place where bitterness has perhaps caused him to lose sight of t he
Webster says that the word "forget" means to lose the remembrance , to
recall, to omit and disregard, unintentionally perhaps, but to show neg
is a terrible thing to forget. I heard a so-called expert the other ·
encouragement, "Don't worry if you start to lose your memory. Why , j us
about it!" I wonder, how do you remember things? Do you write yoursel
Do you tie a string around your finger? Whenever I have a project I am
for the moment, when a time deadline has to be remembered, I will take
watch off and put it on the opposite arm. Then I realize what has hap
triggers the thought that something is going on that needs special atte:
must confess that sometimes I forget, even at that.
Jerry Lucas, the famed basketball star and born-again Christian, has wr
book, as have a nwnber of others, with special courses available, all
strengthen your memory. Those all sound fantastic and I am utterly
much Scripture some people are able to memorize. Regardless of these
however, the fact of the matter is that God doesn't need any one of the:
"Onmiscience ," a characteristic belonging only to the Lord, means the .
lmow everything perfectly, naturally, completely and at once. The Alnu
is all-knowing, doesn't need something to trigger His recall fact or. I
possible for Him to forget, except when He graciously blots out t he ire
sins.
David testifies earlier, in the 8th chapter of this wonderful book, '~'.
sider Thy heavens, the work of Thy fingers, the moon and the stars whi
ordained, what is man, that Thou art mindful of him? and the Son of man
visitest him?" This was the avowal five chapters earlier. How then
ask this question, "Lord, are You going to forget me forever? Are You

°

2

that I' 11 never see You again?"

The word "forever" means not

~~t also the idea of God's possibly hiding His face at all times,

1Yin life, in happiness as well as in so~row. ~avid was pleading now,
"th tears in his eyes, 11 Lord, are You going to incessantly turn Your

1

Have you ever felt like that? This indicates that sometimes, amid
and testings, we become extreme~y impatient. I gues~ most of us are. like
sguided Christian fellow ~ho,_in a mood_ of frus;;,ation and aggrevation
rd give me patience, and give it to me ngh t now.
:vid who had seen the hand of the Lord so powerfully demonstrated in
ver think that God could possibly forget him? For a moment let your
on verses of promise in Scripture which have been a special blessing to
There are so many of them; where to begin? Verses like Romans 8: 28
al tl1at the words may easily trip off our tongue, but unfortunately, unly pause to consider, they don't make as much of an impact on our hearts
ld. "We know," that is, we have the assurance, the confidence, not just
but ''we know that all things," not a few things, not some things, not
i.ngs, but "all things work together for good to them who love God, to
the called according to His purpose." Does that verse indicate in any
or fonn that the Almighty is going to forget us, or to let us down?
concerning His relationship to His chosen ones with a
llustration from Isaiah. He reasons, "Can a mother forget, or tum her
child that she is weaning, that she should not have compassion on the
onb ?" For those of you in our listening audience who are mothers and
children, it is unthinkable, especially as you recall how they were as
yotmgsters, that in a time of need your ear would be deaf to their cry.
Lord uses this powerful illustration, certainly in His omniscience He
i s in which we are living here in this 20th century. We read in the
about the unfortilllate and growing cruelty to children by parents. I
·n it and I'm not even sure psychiatrists can, even though they may give
plausable explanations. But the fact of the matter is, God declares,
possible for a mother to turn her back and fail to have compassion, forneed of her very own child." But He goes on to promise, and listen to
, "Yet, I will not forget thee!" And how do we know that? God hasn't
7lf a note; put a wristwatch on the other arm. He hasn't tied a string
finger. He says, "Behold, I've written your name indelibly, I've enm the. palms of my hands." (Notice those words "palms" and "hands" are
There is nothing we can see more easily than the palm of our hand. Not
of the foot, not the end of the nose or the back of the neck, but on the
hand. It is there that God has your name indelibly inscribed. No,
0 :rY, lie will not forget you.
You see, the actual problem is that in
nn.nd, when troubles begin to come, we think just the opposite to the
t I mean is, God hasn't forgotten us; more than likely we have forgotten
anxious to see the face of the Lord. Notice he almost pleads in the last
rse
·
.
.
f one
. , ''H ow 1ong wilt
Thou hide
Thy face from me?" You can determine
the~~~ngs_of another individual simply by the facial characteristics. In
tir
cJ:iildren over the years, they have now all grown, each one of them
1 different personalities. We are very grateful for that. But our
on eJ~
l~k u_;;,h~ow a sophomore at Biola, with him it seemed like all we needed
To ~
i~ sternly and he would absolutely melt, realizing the wrong he
at ~tot er two, our girls, we would have to do more than speak sternly!
t!ller nearly 28 years of married life, that when my wife looks at my
able tan aw~ul lot of what's going on inside my mind. I know, because
0
define my moods and needs pretty clearly, and that is great!
3

How long has it been since you have seen the face of God? If you haven'
why do you think His face is hidden? It could be because God can't count
sin. There may be something in your life which needs cleansing.
There is an old Chinese proverb which declares, ''A gem can't be polished
friction, nor a man perfected without trials." The truth is that God ait
problems to come into our lives so that we might become better instead of b
righteous instead of rebellious, more Christ-like rather than being criti
cynical and caustic in our daily expressions of life.
c
The thing that impresses itself upon me from the first two verses of Psalm
these heart-rending questions ,"How long wilt thou forget me? How long Wilt
hide thy face? How long shall I take counsel? How long shall mine enemy
alted over me?" Four times it is asked, "How long?" When you are in a hu
have something accomplished, time just doesn~_ t seem to budge. Oh, to bes
can make the clock strike before the appropriate hour, but the time will be
correct. You can tear the rosebud open before it blossoms, but there will
beauty. And you can spoil God's special blessings because of eager, selfish
Thereby you will have ruined all that the Lord may be trying to achieve in
life.
In the second verse there are two more of these repetitive questions,
The first is, "How long shall I take counsel in my soul?" Now there is no
wrong in talking to yourself about your problems. As a matter of fact, you
even answer yourself. Someone has pointed out, however, that if you answer
self and then ask, ''What did you say?" then you may be in trouble, having g,
little too far and needing help!
Perhaps you have an unsaved loved one, like a husband or a wife, a son or a
daughter. You are so burdened for them that you're just not interested in
else. It could be that a wayward child has been involved in some difficulty,
maybe even an area of crime or irmnorality. Or, it may be some physical affl.
All of us, without knowledge, may have the virus of some dread disease, a de
mental cell of destruction, within our bodies. While we may be unaware of it
this moment, yet, in a coming hour some doctor still in his surgical covering
leaving the operating room, may have to tell us or our loved ones about the i
we are facing. In times like these you don't feel like socializing or party·
going on vacation, all due to the depth of the problem facing you.
If heaven is silent you try reasoning it out for yourself. Unfortunately c
ating on your own experiences before long everything just seems to flood in ..
may be originally because of an unsaved mate. But then when you start to th
about your living conditions, the way other people seem to get ahead, the bil
that flood in with no way to pay them, the rising costs, some of the frien~
have turned you aside, your job, your own physical health, these all come in.
is dangerous to nnninate on trouble. That is very bitter work indeed.
The last part of verse two asks, "How long shall mine enemy be exalted over
When you are discouraged there are two things which most of us just can't st
One is our own failures; that is a rough and bitter pill to swallow. 1he_oth
thing is generally even worse. It is that we can't endure another Christian'
success. It seems to give us comfort to know somebody else is in trouble whe
are experiencing trouble.
Here the Ps~lmist complains, "Ivly enemy is exalted.'.' Do you have any enemie~?
Stop and think for a moment. You have seen that little cartoon character,
I'm not sure who designs it but in the wisdom of the writer of that strip, he
put it so beautifully. Pogo firmly announces, ''We have met the enemy, and he
4

f

tllllate that the flesh constantly seems to conquer us. We can hear some
and in the years of my Christian ministry, especially working
~rences h~re at Biola, inviting in outstanding preachers and Bible
co ~rom around the world,. I have h~ard some tremendous sermons in my day.
so often in myself, JUSt hearmg these sermons doesn't guarantee the
I f the enemy of our souls. The reason for it is that the man of this world
0
himself or his old nature ~o. satisfy, just one. But in t.J:e life of the
~he has resident now the Spin t of God. He has not only himself to please,
veflesh constantly seeks to exert itself, but he has also the Holy Spirit.
to make absolutely certain who controls our lives, whether it is the Spirit
flesh. And when the flesh is concerned, everything becomes an enemy. David
mn(ll<liering with heavy heart, "How long shall my enemy be exalted over me?" One
constant foes is that besetting sin which so often gets us down.

un orsennons

reel

as perhaps somewhat like the apostle Paul who, in the 7th chapter of Romans,
from the depths of frustration, "Oh, wretched man that I am! Who shall defrom the body of this death?" Notice one important word in that verse.
t "Oh, wretched man that I am! What shall deliver me?", but rather, ''Who."
when trials, testings and discouragements come into our lives, we are
for some thin~ to make us happy and to drive away the blues. If we can buy
==·~~·mg new--a new ome or a new piece of wearing apparel--we think that we will
appiness and maybe get over our down disposition. But the feeling of
dness is still there. The deliverance isn't in things but rather in "who."
experience of being wretched, as well as David's feeling that all day long
trials, is really the normal experience of most Christians. It isn't, and
rscore this fact, such isn't normal Christian experience as far as what God
have for us. So the first two verses have clearly given us the depths of
r and despondency through which the Psalmist is passing.
next two verses we begin to see the dramatic change, as in verses 3 and 4,
e Psalmist comes out of the dregs of despondency, realizing the power and
ce of God. This shows us the assured victory of Christian experience.
der and hear me, 0 Lord my God." Let me just pause a moment to point out
the ori~inal Hebrew the word "hear" is synonymous with "answer." In fact,
~ American Standard Bible, produced by the Lockman Foundation, this is
Y inserted. When God hears He also answers.
~oes on t? petition, "Lighten mine eyes, lest I sleep the sleep of death."

ave mentioned on other programs, when words are in italics you know they are
d by_ the translators. Not being in the original they are inserted so that
English language we will have a better sense of the primary original meanever ~ on. some occasions the italicized words can easily be dropped out so
e ~ai:iin~ is even more impressive. For instance, if we read it without
r d in italics, it would come out this way, "Lighten mine eyes, lest I
e eath." That is precisely the feeling David had in his own heart.

~ells 1:15 that the word "consider'' means to "think on with care; to ponder;
ni;,g to,,five tho';Ight to with an idea or view of accepting." David thereby
w' ord, tlnnk about me, and answer my need." The Psalmist without any
g ~ ~ ~ trong an~ powerful individual. You remember that when he was yet
ght
e ore he killed Goliath, and we don't know at what particular age
young:ve ~een; some feel he was a teenager, but at least we know that when
of
an that, with his bare hands he killed a lion and a bear. Still,
.
at
natural
strength he didn't trust himself to find the answer for
• HlS
wa1· 1 to God now turned in to a song.

h

J:.
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It is significant, too, to realize the many times personal pronouns are us
"Consider c:nd hear me, 0 Lord ~ God; light~n my. eyes, lest .!.. sleep." And
should renund us otthe fact lliat the relat1onsn1p we have with God is a f
fellowship that co~s to us as believers in this age of grace thr~ugh Chr~
The Bible nowhere indicates that God attends to the prayers of the unsaved t.
Scripture has only one message to an individual before he is saved, and th~t
expressed in the one word, ''Believe."
It is true that God is the creator of all ~n, but He certainly
all men. Here we find the llllique relationship very beautifully
co1!1pletely owns God as His Savi?r. ?ince it is true that David
ship, why does he need to pray in this way? The purpose wasn't
sake, but so that he might get himself back on the track.

isn't the Fa
expressed as
has this rel,
at all for

The fourth verse indicates the antagonism which can co~ in the problems whi
from others. David is concerned, "Lest mine enemy say, I have prevailed ag
him; and those who trouble ~ rejoice when I am moved" or "shaken" is anothe
translation. A Sunday school teacher was trying to encourage her students w·
fact that we ought to love our enemies. She explained that sometimes the be:
to make an enemy a friend is simply by loving him. When the class session w
nearly over and she was reviewing, she asked the thought provoking question,
pecting to get the answer she had hoped for, ''Now, how should we get rid of
enemies, children?" There was no answer at first until finally one little
lifted his hand and ventured, ''We ought to shoot 'em, teacher!" Sometimes
the way we foel like getting rid of our enemies, to be sure, but it isn't a
pragmatic approach. There are things that trouble us, and there are those
would captivate us because misery seems to love company. If we aren't feel'
it helps us to have the idea that somebody else isn't doing any better. The
would like nothing better than to get victory over you as a child of God. He
he can't rob you of your s al vat ion, but he can cause you to live a mediocre
with a lack of victory and rejoicing.

TO

BE

CDNTINUED

V!t. Sa.n.de.M ,£,6 Ho-6:t.
06 :t.he. B~ola HoWt.
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PALM SUNDAY
By: Dr. Lehman Strauss
there been so many events of such magnitude of :importance crowded into so
as in the last week of our Lord in His earthly ministry. The so-called
Entry" really amounted to the people's rejection of Jesus 01.Tist. What
the first Palm Sllllday is recorded in all four gospels. They should each
carefully.
miles from the city of Jerusalem the Lord Jesus C1irist stopped. There was
necessary for His arrival. Don't overlook the fact that this event was
prepared by God in eternity past. Nothing mere1y happens with Jehovah.
nee had been prophesied 500 years before (Zechariah 9:9). Jesus in·s disciples to go into the city to a certain house where they would find
'lhis was to be brought to Him. Orrm.iscience is one of the essential
of deity. Here the Lord Jesus displays foreknowledge. This was also a
ion of obedience on the part of the disciples. We must pay a similar
e expect a visitation from God.
poverty in which the Lord Jesus came (II Corinthians 8:9). He rode on
beast. Here was the creator and sustainer of the lilliverse, the One to
gs all the gold and silver in the earth, and the cattle upon a thousand
yet there is self- imposed poverty. He was born in a borrowed manger.
d from a borrowed boat. He fed the multitude with borrowed bread. Now
a borrowed animal. C1irist never remains in any man's debt.
talked about, coveted and fought over city in the world is Jerusalem. It
geographical center of the earth. Here King David made his throne. In
ternple was constructed, only later to be destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, and
bi'f Cyrus and Artaxerxes. The child Jesus was publicly presented at
(Luke 2:22). It is to this locale that He will come again. C1irist's
as~'t to establish His kingdom but rather to offer Him.5elf to the people
~~g, Lord and Savior. He knew that He was to die on Calvary's cross.
is divine purpose.

5

~2- ~4. of Mark 11 we see Jesus doing something on that first Palm Slillday
ti gmficant. When they came to Bethany, they were hlillgry. Seeing a fig
le s~ could only find leaves on it. The Savior cursed the tree. This was
s~n~ the next day, when they passed by this same spot, the fig tree was
1lnrled up. Here was a supernatural act of God the eternal Son. The fig
t ha eaf ~ffered the prospect of fruit. It was an abnormal growth in that
ays ~e_fnut while it bore leaves. It was actually deceitful to the eye.
ians rings the _judgment of God. Too frequently this is true in the lives
"ty • There is just a shell of religion, an outward demonstration of
• A confession of the lips doesn't always mean there is spiritual,

7
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real fruit in the life. The fig tree has always stood
a type of Isr.
(Hosea 9: 10; Joel 1: 7, 12; Joel 2: 22; Nahwn 3: 12; Zechariah 3: 10; Matth
35.) Christ saw the nation as the fig tree, with leaves of profess ion b·
fruitful. His judgment of the tree was a prophecy against these chosen
The nation was to be set aside. For centuries Israel has been a persecu
because they had a profession but no fruit. They were like the church at
which had a name to live by but they were dead. Christ still cuts off
less (John 15:1-5). Are you getting the message of that first Palm Sun
mere outward show of religion, bearing no fruit in the life to the glory
will meet with His judgment.
Jesus then cleansed the temple (Mark 11: 15-19) • He went in and overthrew
tables of the moneychangers, as well as the seats of those who sold doves
sacrifices. The sin wasn't in what they did, but in how it was done .
ism and greed had entered in with personal profit being the main goal.
warned them, "You have made My house a den of thieves." Selling the ner1
wasn't wrong. The sacrifices were essential. These people though were t
advantage of people, overcharging them as thieves • The house of God sh
house of prayer (Isaiah 56: 7) . As a result of this, the scribes and chie
sought to do away with Christ. You know, when you touch a man's pocketb
jolts him into action against you. This is what happened to our Savior.
people were making merchandise of holy things, prostituting them for gain
Jesus Christ were to come today and walk into your local asserrbly, what w1
drive out? Would He find something there pleasing to Him? Would He find
Christians, whose lives are bearing fruit for Him?
There is counsel for the disciples in verses 20- 26 of Mark 11. First the
lesson on trusting. Christ urges, "Have faith in God, for verily I say
that whosoever shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed and be thou
into the sea, and shall not doubt in his heart but shall believe that th
things which he saith shall come to pass, he shall have whatsoever he says
The fruitlessness of Israel was the result of their faithlessness. "Have
God," constitutes a soleITil1 warning. Prosperity had really spoiled the na
(The same can happen to us today!) We are told to ''walk by faith" (II Cor,
If you get wrapped up in making money; if success is your god, you, too,
cut off.
To be able to move motmtains must be taken in a figurative sense. The
speaks of the great obstacles that prevent us from becoming fruitful and p·
gressive in the work of God. By faith we can do things otherwise impossib
only can a tree be withered and a mountain moved, but "whatsoever things
desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them and ye shall have them.
is calling His people to a life of faith. Don't try to see the Lord thro
matmtain, but rather look at the mountain through God. Our heavenly Fathe
us to trust Him. The secret of faith in God is to simply walk day by day'
to Him for every need (James 1:5).
There is also a lesson on forgiveness (vs. 25, 26). This is a wonderful
consider the teaching of the Lord Jesus concerning the first Palm Sunday.
need forgiveness. If you have sins that haven't been forgiven, turn to
at once. Trust Christ and confess your sin to Him. Get started right n~
put on a show of religion so that your heart isn't right with God. May .
be a wonderful period of quiet, prayerful meditation in the Word of the 11

8

RESURRECTION
of Easter in this study can be considered from three important stand-

f~rst the Easter evangel is the good news, epitomized by the angel on
~ast~r morning. He annmmced to the women at the tomb, "He is not here,
risen as He said." The Gospel of the resurrection is the needed message
on-Christian world of our day. Our Lord's own exp~anation of the evangel
he that liveth, and was dead, and behold, I am alive forevermore"
an 1: 18). The Gospel that Paul preached was that of the resurrection
ians 15:1-4). In His sermon in the synagogue of Antioch, Paul pro'Ciod raised Him (Jesus) from the dead" (Acts 13: 30) • When Paul came to
·ca he went in unto the people and three Sabbath days reasoned with them
Scriptures, holding that Oi.rist must needs have suffered and rise again
dead, and that this Jesus whom he preached to them is the 0-irist
2 3) . Christ is declared to be the Son of God with power, according to
t 'of holiness by the resurrection from the dead (Romans 1: 4) . Other
passages verify these truths (Romans 4:25; 5:10; 6:4; 8:11; 8:34; 10:9,
1 the writings of Paul are packed full of the Savior's resurrection, just
e four gospel accounts.
est felt certain that the gospel records were contradictory. He boasted
could prove the impossibility of Christ's resurrection. When he had
reading and examining most carefully the Scriptures, he frankly testified,
studied the evidence for the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,
e weighed it according to the laws of evidence. Now I am satisfied that
ally rose from the dead as recorded in the gospels. I have written my book
e of His resurrection." The Bible lmows no such nonsense as a spiritual
tion. It was the body of Jesus that died and it was the body of Jesus that
ed in Joseph's tomb. Finally, it was the body of Jesus that rose again.
ujah, what a Savior!"
dence of the resurrection of Christ crowns all of His earthly miracles.
Christianity stands or falls with this event. Nowhere is it disputed that
ars ago there lived in Nazareth, an obscure part of the Roman empire, a man
n~ of Jesus. He had gained the reputation of being a religious leader
ister of healing. Crowds followed Him. Soon He fell victim to the jealousy
Roman officials. He was put to death in the same manner as the criminals of
by crucifixion. There were some of His followers who felt His cause had
TI:iey turned back and followed Him no more (John 6 :66). Others banded toWith remarkable courage they became the mightiest spiritual influence in
world.
'Ihere men were absolutely convinced that Jesus had risen from
~· In spi~e of 19 centuries of remarkable progress in bringing Christ's
o the. nations, there are still some who continue to wag their heads and
deny His resurrection.
Urrection of Christ from the dead was both normal and essential for Him.
e body of Jesus was unlike our bodies in that it was not subject to death.
3: 2a:e naturally and necessarily subject to death because of sin
the· 3 , ?=?3? Hebrews 9: 27). Adam, in his original unfallen state, never
of death. He could be certain that death would never set in
5 Po~s1b1l1ty
0
e ong as he walked in obedience to God. The Word of the Lord came to
v~ry
tree of the Garden thou mayest freely eat, but of the tree of · the
0
good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it, for in the day that thou
9

eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die" (Genesis 2 :16, 17). After Adam
forbidden fruit, he became subject to death and corruption. All iren b
in the loins of Adam, inherited his corrupt nature. All of us are
e
ject to death and corruption. Yet, in Jesus Christ, we have anothe r b0c1y
is different (Hebrews 7: 26) • When Jesus was born in Bethlehem, the ete
less Son of God assumed a human fonn. Since He remained free from sin
entire lifetime. Jesus couldn't see corruption because there was nothin
to be corrupted (Ps alrn 16 : 10) •
g

ih

Compare the raising of Christ's body from the dead to the ra1srng of othe
Others were brought back to life but they all died again (Romans 6 :9).
could have no more dominion over him. As an example, Lazarus, the brothe
Mary and Martha, was raised from the dead only to die again. The New Tes
bears clear proof that some of its writers must have been eyewitnesses t o
resurrection. If the Bible isn't authentic then there is no other place
for true evidence. The church might just as well shut her doors and sil
ministers. Thankfully, this glad Easter evidence is convincing. Distin
authorities have carefully scrutinized the facts. It is an established t
Christ's tomb was opened. His body wasn't there on the first Easter mo
though His tomb had been securely sealed and closely guarded (Matthew 27:
Even today there are skeptics who use the false argument that at the fi rs
the Roman guards slept at their posts. Then under cover of darlmess Jesus
disciples came and stole His body away. The chief priests went so far as
the soldiers by paying them large sums of money to testify to this effect
(Matthew 28:13) • Even at that, the story couldn't stand. It is unreaso:
believe that the stone could be rolled away, the lock broken and the group
remove the body of Jesus without being seen or heard. You can dismiss t o
this false theory. Who could imagine the disciples going into all the wor.
preach a living Christ at the sacrifice of their own lives under such fals
tenses.
All four gospel accounts tell us that on the first day of the week, i nnnedi
following the Jewish sabbath, certain women visited the tomb to see the s
When they arrived they found the stone rolled away. The body of Jesus w
there. Mary Magdalene ran back to tell the news to Simon Peter and J ohn.
ran together to the sepulchre to see for themselves. We are forced t o de
one of two reasons for that empty tomb. Either someone removed the dead b
Jesus, or else the tomb was deprived of the body of Jesus by a miraculous
resurrection. If his body were stolen dead, then we would not expect to 5'
alive again. If He caire forth by a miraculous resurrection, however , then
have every right to expect to see Hirn alive again, with people testifying
had seen Hirn. This is exactly what took place. In the New Testament the .
record of several appearances of our Lo.rd on the very day of His resurrect1

1

On the afternoon of Christ's crucifixion, His death was witnessed by cert.
women and by one of the twelve. After He had died, two secret believers 1ll
Nicodemus and Joseph by name, went to the Roman governor to seek pennission
give the body a decent burial. The penniss ion was granted so that the body
could be prepared for burial. The Jewish rulers directed that a guard sh
set to prevent anyone's molesting the body. Matthew 28:9 tells us that"
of God soon appeared again." "The women held him by the feet." That is ve
literal. He walked, talked and ate with the two disciples on the way to
(Luke 24: 30-35). He ate with the other disciples in the upper room and by
lakeside (Luke 24:42). He invited them to touch and handle Hirn, showing
hands and His side (John 20 :25-27). This is clear evidence concerning the
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
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th of any advertised product isn't in what is said about it but
Differences of opinion and ideas make the
JJl of men witrustworthy. The worth of this magnificent event in our
fe must be determined by its own results. Only the person who has trustliving Christ can offer an evaluation of the paver and influence of the
1he resurrection brings new hope to the believing sinner. Peter
'Bl~ssed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to
t mercy begat us again llllto a living hope by the resurrection of Jesus
from the' dead." The resurrection of the Lord Jesus 01.Tist restores to the
that hope which sin had taken from him. We are begotten again llllto a
q>e. This makes certain that one day we shall see Jesus and receive our
inheritance.

w~e product itself.

that when they sat down to eat with that Stranger "their eyes were
The knowledge that their Savior was back again from
revived their hopes. So refreshed were they that they rose up the same
returned to Jerusalem testifying, "The Lord is risen indeed" (Luke 24:
Hew many times have you and I walked this very road? How of ten have we
and defeated? It is on just such occasions that Jesus Himself draws
revive our hopes. What a privilege to walk day by day with the living
ould you like to know the true evaluation of Easter? Then trust in
wholly and completely. In Him there is hope of eternal salvation
10 :9). In Him there is assurance of our daily material needs. Trust Him
, He will change not only your eternal destiny but also your whole outlook
sid they knew Him."

life.

TRANSFIGURATION
17:1-13 we have a foreview of the future kingdom in the transfiguration
of our Lord Jesus 01.Tist. This incident of our Savior was doubtless one
atest in all of His earthly career. That which occurred never happened
therm~. Parallel accollllts are in Mark 9:2-13 and Luke 9:28-36. Early
considers Mount Tabor as the probable site, while later scholarship
ount Hennon as the scene. While we don't know the exact location it is
at concern.
~Y.on t:J:e holy mollllt consisted first of God the Father, the incarnate Son,
nst Himself, conceived of the Holy Ghost and born of the virgin Mary.
w:re two Old TestaJ'rent saints there: Moses and Elijah. The three New
~~nts wer~ Peter, JaJ'res and John. From Scripture we know that Moses
th was b:ined by God. Ejijah, on the other hand, was translated to
fo~ut ~eerng death. The purpose of Jehovah's presence was to identify
e others. The Father appropriately annollllced, "This is my beloved
~nt am we~l _pleased. Hear ye Him." All three gospel writers give us
g of H~ A si1!11-la: ~eclaration was given when Christ was baptized at the
shone15 Public ministry. The Savior's eternal Lordship was confinred.
cates ~ the stm. and His raiment was white as the light (Matthew 17:2).
15
eternal deity. It was not reflected glory (John 17:5).

an\

gur~!on of_ 01.rist

was the consunnnation of His earthly life. He was
meeting on that holy mount confinred the necessity of the cross.
ll

The presence of Moses and Elijah represented t~e old :c~norny in i ts tw,
aspects: the law and the prophets. Every Mosaic sacrifice received i ts
ment in Christ. The hope of the divinely inspired prophets was t o be
Him. God hid away Moses' body so that Satan couldn't touch it (Jude 9re
once prayed that God would let him die, but instead he was delivered f) .
experience of death. These two servants appeared in glorified bodies r,
recognized by the others. Moses was the man of Sinai and Elijah the
Cannel. They were representative men of all the redeemed peoples, both
alive, who will be caught up to be with the Lord at His coming.

in:

Peter, James and John had accompanied Christ in some of the most sacred
timate hours of His ministry. They were with Him in the death chamber to
His power when He raised the little daughter of Jairus (Mark 5 :37). The
taken to the Garden of Gethsemane with Him when Christ poured forth His ~
agony (Matthew 26:37). The question is sometimes asked, ''Why these three
wasn't that they were more spiritual than the others, nor did they need s
lesson to deepen their experience. I believe they were representative
redeemed people under the new covenant. It was good that John was there s
penned, "We beheld His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of t he Fa
(John 1:14). James' witness undoubtedly was a sustaining influence in th
martyrdom. Peter, of course, later observed, ''We have not followed cunni
vised fables when we made known unto you the power and coming of our Lord
01.rist, but we were eyewitnesses of His majesty" (II Peter 1: 16).
All three gospel writers are agreed that Moses and Elijah were the fi rst ti
They told of Christ's departure or exodus accomplished at Jerusalem (Luke
The Savior wasn't to die as the victim of a disaster, but rather as the Vi
who would gain a glorious achievenent. The death of Christ perfonned to
most redemption for all sinners. This is why He could exclaim, "It is f in
God's purpose in the incarnation was to give this sinful race a perfect L
would redeem us by His blood. Peter seemed to be the spokesman for the th
disciples. He observed, "Jesus, Master, it is good for us to be here. Let
three tabernacles, one for thee and one for Moses and one for Elijah" (Matt
Mark, in his account, admits that Peter didn't lmow exactly what to s ay
The Lord didn't rebuke him, but no doubt reverent silence would have been
profitable. To erect tabernacles and stay there would have meant avoiding
Calvary and its accomplishments in our salvation. Peter smmded like he w
the prize without the price. He wanted the diadem with out the death. He
been conscious of it, but he was putting the Lord on a level with Moses and
This is wrong.
Peter had no sooner finished speaking than there was a cloud overshadowing
The shadows are dispelled and the light shines anew. God the Father dispel
darkness of Satanic origin. Peter must have become strangely silent, ·and
even a bit embarrassed as the cloud so deftly changed the whole subject. p,
bly this was the same cloud so prominent throughout the Old Testament. I am
clined to believe that the cloud, in both the Old and New Testaments, was
of God in full manifestation of' Mis deity. Ever since the fall of man, when
appeared to our first parents 1n the Garden, extraordinary appearances o~
Lord have struck terror into many hearts. At different times and in various
God had spoken through lawgivers and prophets. Now, in these last days ,. He
spoken through His Son, the brightness of His own glory and the express 1ma~
His person. There are many voices in the world clamoring for man's soul an
attention of his mind. The voice of God the Father was sealing the deity of
Christ, solenmly warning men to heed no other voice but His.
At this point the cloud was lifted.

Suddenly, when they looked around, they
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t Jesus with them (Mark 9: 8) •

While Moses and Elijah were gone it was

~~e the Savior still remained. He was the fulfillment of both the law
s~hets. Sometimes we have our cloud experiences. They are usually the

P of gloom. . There may be an overshadowing by the cloud of despm:idency
:th or serious illness. Clouds, remember, are always by God's appomtment
iVal.
~ from the mountain Jesus charged them that they should tell no man

they had seen until after the resurrection. Why was this time limit
5
r ~Hence? The fact of His resurrection would give added weight to the
of the transfiguration. The charge to be silent served as a guide to the
• witnessing. The coming Kingdom wasn't to be their theme in the days
telY following the transfiguration. The needed message was the cross. His
bad to be accomplished first. This is what our heavenly Father is seeking
across to the world today. The Kingdom is coming. Christ will be maniin all His glory. Still, the message for today is the sacrificial, subroary death for sinners by the Lord Jesus Christ. If you have never trusted
·or, why not open the door of your he art and let Him come in now? ''Believe
Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved." Don't make the mistake Peter
tting Jesus Christ on a level with other men. Rather, behold Him as the
God, the only hope for sinners. Trust Him at once!
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DANIEL
By: Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
Without question, both the books of Daniel and Revelation go hand in hand as
biblical prophecy is concerned. Considering this important Old Testament
it is a fact that probably no other of the 66 books of the Bible has ever
attacked by so many enemies of the Word of God as has Daniel. For 16 centu
enemies of truth have violently tried to discredit this wonderfully precious
There are some modern critics who claim that Daniel had nothing to do with
writing of the prophecy bearing his name. They insist that another Jew , who
about 165 B. C. recorded the events after the historical transactions had t
place. This is just another attack of the devil on Scripture which was re
by the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
Daniel is one of the most important books of the Bible. In the minds of th
love the Lord and honor His Word, there is no question but that Daniel, tm
inspiration of the Holy $.piri t, penned these words about 550 B. C. The Jew·
historian, Josephus, has given excellent evidence concerning the authenti ci
this view. The prophet Ezekiel was also a contemporary of Daniel in the l ani
Babylon. Since Daniel was in Babylon at the same time, and since he occupie,
position near the top rank of the governors and rulers of the land, Ezekiel
have known all these facts. This wouldn't make it necessary for him to ment
Daniel in his writings. Yet he does make reference three different times
(Exekiel 14:14, 20; 28:3). Thus further evidence is given that Daniel did 1i'
and that he was noted for his righteousness.
The Savior Himself quoted from this prophet, ''When ye, therefore, shall see
abomination of desolation, (that is, the Antichrist) spoken of by Daniel the
prophet, stand in the holy place (whoso readeth, let him understand)" (Matt.
This will take place in the days of the Tribulation, after the Church has g
to be with the Lord. Those of that day will see the statue of the coming s
man, the political ruler foretold in God's Word. To deny that Daniel lived,
that the book by him is only fiction, is to insult the integrity and wisdom
and Jesus Christ. Remember that all Scripture is given by inspiration of G
Holy men of old spoke as the Holy Spirit breathed upon them. To attribute
Holy Spirit as a writer of fiction is to insult God the Father, God the Son,
God the Holy Spirit!
In all of the beloved characters found in the Bib le, perhaps none is more in
ing, appealing, and lovable than Daniel. He and Joseph stand among the her
the Old Testament as the "Siamese twins" of purity. Against these two there
practically no evil thing recorded. Both of these young men lived dedicated
to the Lord. They yielded their all to God in service, love and obedience.
sure, both were sinners needing the grace of God just as much as we do t oday.
Daniel clearly acknowledged his need of repentence in the tremendous prayer
14

n].nth chapter of this book.

of Daniel records for us th~ cours~ of his~o:Y. in the Jewis~ nation from
t's day until the end of time. Higher criticism and skeptics have de~ their attempts to discredit this po:tion of Scripture. Every ~rophecy
1 up until this very hour has been meticulously, accurately and minutely
~ in every possible detail. Why shouldn't we expect the prophecies which
t et come to pass to be fulfilled in exactly the s arne way? Those who reysupematural verbal inspiration of the Bible have to destroy Daniel if
r hope to disprove the Word of God.
wrote concerning the things of the future which would occur after his days
were ended. His prophecies concerning the kingdoms of Nebuchadnezzar,
Greece and Rome have all come true. These false critics maintain that this
written long after the events prophesied had taken place, making this part
pture history rather than prophecy. They say an imposter simply took the
of Daniel to be his pen-name. Yet, in spite of all hell being hurled at the
Daniel it still stands firm and resolute, just as the Lord gave it. The
15 , if Daniel can be discredited, then the satanic attack upon the Word of
d continue until the whole body of truth is declared invalid. How foolish
eve the critics rather than Ezekiel and the Lord Jesus Christ. Both testithe inspiration and the authenticity of this book.
t and foremost, we need to discount any suggestion that Daniel was a
r of fiction. Second, Daniel deals with things which have happened, which
mg on now, and which will happen during the day of Tribulation and during
known as that period of Jacob's trouble.
Third,
Daniel, and his godly
Shadrach, Meshack and Abednego, were all historical characters, as well as
types and symbols of the nation of Israel to which they belonged. Their
ences portray the history of Israel during the time of the Gentiles, the
of the Antichrist, the time of Tribulation, of Jacob's trouble when the
·11 make his all-out but futile attempt to annihilate the Jews. Fourth,
the cardinal rules for Bible study is that all Scripture has but one primary
retation. At the same time, any Scripture may have several practical applias well as prophetic revelations. Always keep this simple truth in mind.
no~ic~, as we bring this first chapter to a close, that it was the Lord who
J~o1akim, king of Judah, into captivity into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar.
lll the_picture, and the things that Daniel writes about are the things that
has Hllll5elf ordained. You may be sure that the Almighty does visit evil
ud~nt. While the wages of sin is death, yet God forgives that person who
to Him by faith.

k of Daniel is outstanding in two ways. It contains clear revelation cong 5 c:>'lle ?f. the great themes of biblical prophecy and, at the same time, it
stu~spiring and helpful lessons for the practical life of the believer. A
ith of the ~ook ~ill prov~de nourishing spiritual food for any ch~ld of
out question, its teachings are essential to a clear understand111g of
events.
servant D . 1 1.
.
.
DlOlne t ' anie , i ved to be about 84 years of age before he died. His time
adn n ous hour during the ruling and reigning of such great kings as
an~z~~~ of Blli?ylon and Cyrus the Persian. Daniel is classed with Noah,
Paso· as being one of the godliest and wisest of all men. It should be
em sing that there are two other Daniels mentioned in the Old Testament.
aswas. the son of David (I Chron. 3: 1), and the other was the descendant
sociated with Ezra and Nehemiah in the rebuilding of Jerusalem
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(Ezra 8: 2; Nehemiah 10: 6). While they had the same name there was abs .
connection with them and the Daniel with whom we are now concerned. 0
It. was with the rise of. English deism_ in. the 1 ?th cent~1ry, which accepte
existence of God but reJected the Christian faith as His revelation th.
so-called liberal scholars sought to discredit the book of Daniel. 'Thia
done largely on the basis of four features. First, the predictions· ses
miracles; third, the language; and fourth, the historical statement~. ~,
critics feel that predictions concerning the various world empires are s
accurate that surely they must have been written after, rather than befoo
events which are described. They fail to realize that a sovereign, omnis
God has the power and right to predict the future. OtheIWise, He wouldn•
mighty. As for miracles there certainly isn't anything incongruous about
If books of the Bible are to be rejected because they contain accounts of
ful miracles, then almost all of Scripture would have to be discarded.
the claim of language problems, there is also gross error on the part of
who say that this book must have been written after the Persian and Greek
held sway. They apparently forget that there were Greek captives in the
Ninevah as early as the year 700 B. C. Many of the words previously th
Persian have now been shown to be Babylonian in origin.
1

Dr. Robert Dick Wilson, one of the great Hebrew scholars of this century
the fallacy of those who hold historical objections. The apocryphral b '
Macabees One, written about 135 B. C., refers to Daniel as an accredi ted
That means that it was in the biblical canon of the Old Testanent . . The
Greek version of the Old Testament contains the book of Daniel. It shCMs
real book of Daniel was in vogue even before the time of Christ on ear th .
from Josephus, the Jewish historian, that the Hebrew people of Christ 's
recognized Daniel as the author of his book and believed it to be canoni
important of all, the book of Daniel is alluded to a nwnber of times in
Testament, especially Matthew 24:15. In this discourse on the Mollllt of 0
our Lord Jesus Christ mentioned several things spoken of by Daniel the pr
(A similar statement is found in Mark 13:14).

1

The basic purpose of the book of Daniel is significant. The old method of
ing was to di vi de the prophetic books of the Old Tes tanen t by length, pla
thereby in two classes: major and minor prophets. The major included Is ai
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The minor would be Hosea through the book of Malach
this system there was so:rre disagreement as to which group Daniel should be
in. Usually it was included with the fonner. Making such divisions isn' t
chronological and in many ways is very unsatisfactory, although there are
helpful features.
Dr. G. Campbell Morgan points out that "Generally speaking, the four major
give the unveiling of the king; while the twelve present the unveiling of
kingdom." Isaiah ministered when Judah was prosperous; Jeremiah testified
the rule of Judah's last kings before the captivity; Ezekiel prophesied t o
of exiles in captivity; while Daniel's outreach wasn't to Israel but r athe
midst of the great world powers.
It is also of interest to compare the central revelation of each of thes~
writers. Isaiah's supre:rre vision is that of the throne of Jehovah, part1
in relation to God's sovereignty and grace (Isaiah 6:5). Jeremiah reveals£
activity of Jehovah in conriection with sin. Ezekiel presents the per~ on
Jehovah, showing His supremacy over man.
Then Daniel's prophecy indicates
God is in continuous control over the whole earth, fulfilling the purpos~
grace. He presents the revelation of the power and wisdom of the Lord G

°
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t of the world to the end of days.

Isaiah enunciates the principles of
emment. Jeremiah depicts the practice of divine government. Ezekiel
the person of the governor. And Daniel reveals the persistence of his
t. Remember, this. boo~ isn't intei:ded to give an account of the life of
It gives neither his lineage nor his age, and recounts very few of the
his long career. The book isn't meant to give a record of the history
1 during the exile, nor even of the captivity of Babylon. Its purpose is
hGV that by the Lord's providential guidance, His miraculous interventions,
~ledge and almighty power, the God of heaven controls and directs the
nature and the history of nations for the accomplishment of His divine
basic message deals with that period which our Lord called "the times of
les" (Luke 21: 24). As a matter of fact, Daniel contains the revelation of
ceirent, the character, the course and the climax and the consunnnation of
of the Gentiles.
of Daniel is quite easy to outline in a very simple way. It contains two
divisions: history, in chapters 1 through 6, and prophecy, in chapters
12. Olapter 1 concerns the king's food and the faithful Hebrew young
Chapter 2 gives Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the great image. Olapter 3
the story of the faithful Jews in the fiery furnace. Chapter 4 depicts
ing of the proud Nebuchadnezzar. Chapter 5 tells us of the King Beland the handwriting on the wall. In chapter 6 we have the familiar record
1 in the lions' den.
ctly prophetic section opens with Daniel's vision of the four beasts and
le horn of chapter 7. Then follows the vision of the ram and the rough
chapter 8. The great prayer of Daniel in chapter 9 finds its answer in the
the 70 weeks. Chapters 10 to 12 relate the final vision given to Daniel.
10 introduces this vision and pictures the glory of God. Chapter 11 conecies concerning Persia and Greece and the time of the end. Finally,
2 gives us facts and prophecy concerning the great Tribulation to come and
g resurrection.
chapter of Daniel gives us the historical setting of the book. The very
e reads, "In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakirn, king of Judah,
adnezzar, the king of Babylon, unto Jerusalem, and laid siege to the
buch~dnezzar's anny made three separate assaults upon the city of
TI11s refers to the first attack in the year 605 B. C. when Jehoiakim,
part of the temple treasures, were carried off into Chaldea. The
ege o~curred in 597 B. c. during the first year of the reign of
Tin~ was when Ezekiel was transported into captivity. The third
red m 5 8 7 and 5 86 B. C. , and marked the final destruction of the
P~ophet Jeremiah predicted that the Jews would serve in Babylon for 70
renuah 25:11, 12).

2 tells l:15, "And the Lord gave Jehoiakirn, king of Judah, into the hand of
zz~r' wit~ part of the vessels of the house of God, which he carried
h of Shmar. to the house of his god; and he brought the vessels into
ouse of his god." This presents a true interpretation of hwnan

u:

Daniel
. the affairs
.
·
we see th e rule of God m
of men made even more
a 5 • • 4·17
1
ins~ ar manner, down through the centuries of times, others like
th cn:ce, have been the servants of God in the sense that the Lord
g:mthm ~.way we still may not understand even to this hour. God inoi ts e mg of Babylon just as He later judged Hitler. The selfof these pompous sabre-rattlers are hardly more than an excuse
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to keep them healthy for execution. We today need quiet confidence in
trol, when life seems to be growing more tmcertain and frantic. The ac
is that our heavenly Father is steadily working out His divine purpose t
individuals through his Son, Jesus Christ. The Lord will finally be Vin~
everything He allows to happen. The Jews had been trusting in their tellt>l
1
religious rituals •
Among those carried off in the first deportation following Nebuchadnezzar•
of Jerusalem were Daniel and his three friends. They were probably betw
18 years of age at the time and came from royal seed. The enemy was tryin
break the spirit of rebellion among the people of Israel left in the land·
Evidently these were orthodox Jews.
•
1

1

Nebuchadnezzar had plans for these yotmg men. He wanted new blood in his
(4:1). Here were trophies with no blemishes nor outward physical defects
were strong and in perfect health. They were very mentally alert, having•
ability to stand in the king's palace without lacking the social graces of
It was Dr. Louis T. Talbot who observed, "Daniel and his friends were giv1
education at its best or worst. They studied the ancient religious rituals
languages of the Sunnnarians, early inhabitants of the land of Babylonia.
were trained in the proverbial lore of their day, the cultural equivalent
modem philosophy. They must have faced the same spiritual temptations as
front yotmg people in our 20th century colleges and universities, almost al
which are completely secularized."
The master of the etmuchs of the court of King Nebuchadi1ezzar was very qui
give these four new names to discourage their continuing in the faith of
Jewish fathers. Daniel means God's prince or judge. He was renamed Beltes
or Baal's prince. Hananiah means the mercy of Jehovah. His name was chan
Shadrach, which means one who was of the moon god of the Babylonians. Mish
the Jewish language means "who is like God." He was renamed Meshach, which
one like the moon god. The last was Azariah which means whom Jehovah helps.
new name, .Abednego, meant the servant of Nebo. Our missionaries often chan
heathen names of new converts to those which honor the Lord. Here we see
principle in reverse.
These men were given special privileges. "And the king appointed them with
provision of the king's meat and of the wine which he drank" (Daniel 1:5).
many colleges and tmiversities the players on the football squad or wrest!·
have their own table in the dining room with special food suited to their ni
athletes. Daniel and his three friends were fed directly from the table of
Neb.uchadnezzar himself. This was a tremendous responsibility in the face of
many men of lesser ability and conscience would have failed miserably. The
were strong in the Lord.
In verses 8 to 16 we find these men taking their courageous stand for God ..
Babylonians literally did their best to brainwash these Jewish men, indoctr~
them with the Babylonian viewpoint of religion and philosophy. The Babyloni
attempt failed on Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah. They hadn't reckon
the dedicated hearts of these stalwarts. Wine was in connnon use in that day•
Daniel and his friends had taken a Nazarite vow they would object to drinki~
The defilement Daniel feared would have been physical, moral or ceremonial. f
king's food, which was the best in the land of course, wasn't physically ~e 1.
since Jesus Himself points out that food doesn't defile a man morally in 1tse.
(Matthew 15: 11) • What Daniel feared was ceremonial defilement. Some of the
meat and wine would certainly have been offered to his false gods. The Jews
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ch flesh according to Exodus 34: 15.
.
uphold God's des1res
and connnands •

t SU

These faithful ones of Israel

a tremendous testimony down through the years to read, "But Daniel purhis heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's
with the wine that he drank" ( 1: 8) • Danie 1 was thoroughly connni tted to
troe Jehovah, the Father of our Lord Jesus CJ:rist. Th~ ~ing's food certhe best in the land. It wouldn't be physically defiling or harmful.
ared ceremonial or spiritual defilement. This dedicated yollllg man wasn't
allc:M himself to be fol.llld partaking of that which had been offered first
gods. Nebuchadnezzar's ireat hadn't been slaughtered according to the
procedure of the Old Testament. It wasn't "kosher" according to
3:17; 6:26. You knav that it is in the little things we generally sin
the Lord.
CMed rare discernment in detecting the defilement in the king's diet. The
food that were set before him were probably the same as he had been eating
life and hence the defileirent wasn't that obvious. It was subtle, yet he
enough to llllderstand it. Where would a boy, about the age of a freshman
school, acquire such spiritual llllderstanding as Daniel had? There is only
r. His Jewish parents had trained him properly, surrollllding him from inth good examples, daily instruction and spiritual truth at home. He had
to the wooing of God's Holy Spirit. When Daniel got out into the world,
this steadying influence of the hoire, his family training was the thing
him strong. Many yollllg people have gone astray because they haven't seen,
so-called Christian hoires, a godly father and mother. Don't you try to
r children to do something they don't see you doing. Set them a good
ns to our young people when they leave home to attend colleges and
ities, or go into the arired services of our colllltry? Do we leave them to
ir trust in Christ? Do we train them by precept and by instruction to
their discenunent in order to retain their Christian life? Since the
at best has the children one hour a week, how can we expect them to do in
es what we ought to be doing day after day by setting the spiritual example
am home? Don't get mad at the Sl.lllday school teacher, or the pastor; don't
em because they are doing their best with what they have from you. Pray
. young people, connni tting them to God. Still, no amollllt of prayer can be
itute for conversion to Jesus Christ with careful, constant, spiritual and
training in the home.

el_ l: 8 we notice the last part of the verse, "Therefore, Daniel requested
It isn't enough
a ~1gh purpose. The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Daniel
Cll ~ 1 ~ purpose within the framework of open opportlllli ty. What Danie 1 had to
t• SlJJU.lar to ours today. The thing is that we all too often yield to the
ion, _whereas Daniel remained strong and true. I believe the Bible is
~gamst drinking anything that has alcohol in it. This may sound old
~t~o some, but it is scriptural. For the sake of our witness, we too
lffies really stand for things we know to be solid convictions.
prm~ of the el.llluchs that he might not defile himself."

lJld~d that

<:t

the time Daniel wrote this prophecy the Jews didn't live in
They were in exile in Babylon, over in the fertile crescent
rus/ies like Iran and Iraq are nav situated. Many cultural revolutions
us dupon tJ:ese people. This included a change in their language. Their
w~ Aramaic as well as Olalde an, the common international language. This
Abraham's language when he first entered the promised land. By Jesus'

CO~t ~ales~me.
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day, Aramaic had generally replaced Hebrew as the common language of the
It is interesting to note Daniel is written in two languages. From chapte
through 2:3 and 8:1 through 12:13 it is in Hebrew. Aramaic carries the re
this portion. The book of Ezra also includes an Aramaic passage _in i t
explanation is that the first chapter introduces the book, intended prim
the Jewish people. Daniel 2 to 7 forms another division, addressed t o
but relating primarily to the nations of the world. Therefore, Aramaic
lomatic and cormrercial language of the day, is appropriately used. The' cl,
part of the book reverts to the same subject as the first and is appropriacorded in Hebrew.

the

'I

Had Daniel been a typical modem ymmg person today, easy-going and tmdis
we probably would never have heard about him at all. Too often we compr,
the trifles, lest people should call us fanatical. We are carried along
crowd, afraid to raise any ripples or waves. This isn't the way to live
Olristian life at all. Daniel had persistence as well as high purpose .
in one approach, he always tried another (1:11). Daniel proposed a test (
"Prove thy servants , I beseech thee, ten days ; and let them give us pulse
and water to drink." Pulse was nothing more than vegetables. This doesn'
that Daniel was a vegetarian. Such produce wasn't offered to idols as a
to eat vegetables wouldn't have been ceremonially defiling. Daniel's con
showed his wisdom, good taste, and his love for God.
Daniel's wisdom was of a practical nature. While familiar with the Hebrew
scriptures, his knowledge of the divine Word of God was far more than siq>
intellectual matter. His heart had really been touched by Jehovah. He h
allowed God's truth to influence his thinking, dominating everything he di
said. I wonder how many of us today would have s toad like Danie 1, especi
this day of easy- going, capitulation and compromise? Each of us desperate
to live a godly life in front of our children, friends, and neighbors so
they may know Jesus Olrist is living in our hearts.

'II'

i:
'!

Daniel dares to make an tmusual proposal (1: 13). He
vegetables with water to drink for ten days, and then take a look at us ."
this he would be prepared to accept the king's fare as God's will if the L,
miraculously intervene. Doubtless the king's steward thought little hann
happen in such a short span of time.
There was a tremendously successful outcome for these dedicated ymmg men.
port comes , ''As for ·these four children, God gave them knowledge and skill .
learning and wisdom; and Daniel had tmderstanding in all visions and dreaus
(1:17). The Lord's hand was at work in Daniel's life. The knowledge and s.
these yotmg men acquired wasn't due so nruch to the educational system of
to the divine blessings bestowed upon them. They had purposed to remain 1
the Lord, not defiling themselves. Now God was equipping_them for the tas
lay ahead. If we remain loyal to our Savior, striving to do His will t hro
power of the Holy Spirit, we can successfuiiy meet any task which may conf'
Daniel was given a special endowment, an ability to interpret dreams. The
not endow us with such things today but He can give us ability and grace t o
our neighbors to Stmday school and church. We only need to be willing .
In the
of the
of the
passed

18th verse we see the results. ''Now at the end of the days. • . the
etmuchs brought them in before King Nebudhadnezzar." This was at
three year training period when the final examination was given . 'Jhi
''with highest honors." The credit nrust ultimately go to the gifts G
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'Ibey were found to be superior in kn&ledge and wisdom to the leading
·authorities in Babylon.
there is no reason why God's people shouldn't be outstanding in their
ive fields. Yet, we also ought to be
from a
point of
well. Daniel was eventually a trusted advisor m the Babylonian court,
influence in high places of the kingdom for over 70 years. No other man in
Testarrent, except Joseph in the land of Egypt, had such an influence in the
of state of anoth8r nation as did these two. Here we see how important
oices and decisions can be. Such a goal in life can be summarized in the

excep~iona~

spiri~ual

ing words of the gospe 1 song~

"VMe to be a. Van.iel,
VMe to .6ta.n.d a.lone.
VMe to ha.ve a. puJtpo.6 e t)inm,
VaJte to ma.k.e il /<.vi.own.. "
second chapter of Daniel God introduces us to the first of the great prophetic
gs. This is a pivotal section of the entire book, and a foundation for all
ions which follow. The same revelation here is repeated in another fonn and

lly in the seventh chapter.
rtant prophetic expression is "the times of the Gentiles" which is a New

t phrase. The Lord Jesus used it rather exclusively relating to the fall of
em and the dispersion of the nation of Israel (Luke 21:24). This period did
in when Jerusalem rejected the Lord from heaven, nailing Him to the cross.
ity "the times of the Gentiles" began with the Babylonian captivity by
ezzar, as the Jewish people were carried away to another nation. Both
and Jeremiah speak of these same events (Ezekiel 11:22, 23; Jeremiah 27:

em had been supreme because the throne, as well as the glory of the Lord,
ere. Assyria, Egypt and Babylon had tried repeatedly to overthrow Israel,
held in check by the power of God. Divine intervention wasn't forthcoming
e measure of the wickedness of the nation became so great. Nebuchadnezzar
en as a tool by the Lord to become the first great world ruler amid "the
f the Gentiles." This condition prevailed until May 14, 1948 when once again
became a nation.
sake of clarity, there is another phrase which occurs only once in the New
t. It is"the fullness of the Gentiles" and is found in Romans 11: 25. This
deals with the status of the people of Israel who are without the Lord.
lness of the Gentiles"prophetically means the full nuniier of the people
t /rom among. the Gentiles who are born again and who become the Omrch of
esllS, of which Oirist is the head. You can see that it isn't a tenn
us with ''the times of the Gentiles . ''

hist~IY

and prophetic fulfillment will be resumed after the Oiurch is gone
'lllan God i~ His grace calls the renmant for their work during the Tribulah. e prophecies of Daniel concern "the times of the Gentiles " For this
are somewhat different from the prophecies of the other
a . e Old. Testament. Most of the latter prophesied concerning their own
on~mg ~gamst impending judgment, but predicting the glorious future of
the we l.as Jerusalem itself. Daniel's vision touched the Gentiles
setting up of the future kingdom in the midst of His people.
0

1~ft~chings

O can be d.iv1·ded into five parts.

First, there is the forgotten dream of
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the king. Second, the prayer meeting and God's divine answer. Third
before the king. Fourth, the revelation of the interpretation of the' d
fifth, the effect upon King Nebuchadnezzar and the promotion of Daniel ri
companions.

I

,,

Nebuchadnezzar was greatly concerned about his dream. The Bible says ''h"
was troubled, and his sleep was broken" (2: 1). In ancient times dre ~ we
re?arded as great omens. Today, most of 0e dreams we have. are a result .
0
thing we have eaten, or perhaps some emotional or psychological upsets. ·
Nebuchadnezzar awoke he had a feeling of great foreboding. He sent for hi
magicians, astrologers and sorcerers, asking for an interpretation. In th
there was a great surge of the occult, just as we are seeing today. It is·
credit to the American people that the quack wiseman of our day, horoscopi
zodiac teachers, pander to human curiosity. Let us be careful that we don
into these unfortunate and diabolical traps.
Some Bible scholars have observed that in the second chapter of Daniel the
of the most complete and yet simplest prophetic pictures in all the Wor d 0
Here we find a remarkable outline of Gentile world dominion. It was i n th
year of Nebuchadnezzar's reign that he had some troublesome dreams. All 0
wise men and soothsayers were helpless to discern what lessons might be in
In chapter two, verse four to the end of chapter seven, Danie 1 wrote in the
language. Interpreting the royal dreams was part of the responsibility of
occult advisors to the king. Yet, they were powerless to give adequate
From the original it isn't so much that the king forgot what he dreamt abou
rather that he was testing the ability of his diviners to see how much they
knew, as well as whether they were worth keeping around.
You can be sure that Nebud1adnezzar was no fool. Perhaps he reasoned that
fortune-tellers could really look into the future they could certainly rec
the past. He may have felt that it would be easier to tell what a man dre
what the dream really meant. He coaxed these so-called wisemen with promis
great reward (2: 6). When they asked for more information, Nebuchadnezzar w
angered all the more. He reminded them that they were probably trying to g
because they knew capital punishment would await them (v. 8). Here it i s c
that the king began to doubt the ability of his advisors (v. 9). He began
them as a pack of frauds, drawing fat salaries for actually doing nothing.
threat to exterminate them and their families (v. 5) was in line with the s
practices of that pagan day.
Trying to dissuade the king, these wise men observed, "There isn't a man on
earth who can show you what you've dreamed! No one would ask such advice f
magician or astrologer." This pictures for us the failure of human wisdom
face of something beyond its ability and scope. In the spiritual realm , the
believing man, outside of Jesus Christ, isn't qualified to give an opinion
spiritual things. He may have his ideas, but how can they be trusted when hi
hasn't read or studied the Bible? This further demonstrates the inabili ty o
occult and horoscopic. These soothsayers were typical of religious and inte
leaders who pose as having all the answers but haven't access to the real G
Jehovah.
Tragedy is the result as we read, "For this ~ause the king was angry and ve
furious, and connnanded to destroy all the wise men of Babylon" (v. 12). Gre
the frustration of one who finds he's been looking for water from a dry we~l.
have other accolIDts of his imperial rage (3:19, 20; II Kings 25:6, 7). 'Ih15
sentence was consistent with his heartless disposition.
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ndered why there was such a harsh and llllreasonable decree, and spoke with
dom and tact. After seeking out the crnnpany of God's people for advice,
0
a prayer :rooeting with his three friends. There is special
united prayer on the part of God 1 s people (Matthew 18:19, 20). Daniel
· elf through his life, to be a great prayer warrior and a trenendous
sor. God's faithful prophet received
answer to his prayer in a night.
ot necessarily a dream (v. 19). After his request had been granted, he did
believers often neglect to do. We find Daniel worshipping the Lord,
Him for the response (vs. 20-23). There is much we can learn from the

s~arted
•

e~fective

th~

this dedicated servant.
1 comes before the king (2:25) we can almost feel the rush and rapid pulse
vent. We find Arioch, who seems like a typical bureaucrat, perfectly
to take credit for anything enhancing his position with the king, bringing
Nebuchadnezzar's attention. Arioch·' s selfislmess stands in strong con0

Daniel' s giving God the glory.
lls the king that the dream is an answer to his meditations concerning
Be ginning with verse 31 we consider the great image , whose
s was excellent. DcMn through the 34th verse a description is given of
image which had its head of fine gold, the anns of silver, the torso and
brass, legs of iron, and feet part iron and part clay. There would be a
out without hands , which smote the image upon his feet so that it would
y broken to pieces (2:31-34). So pulverized were these substances that
like chaff on the sunnrer threshing floor. The stone that struck the
a great molllltain, filling the whole earth.
zzar sat intrigued with the vision, especially as Daniel began the inter(v. 37) • Gold was the head of the image, which was synbolic of the land
• The king is treated as the personification of the kingdom, over which
which was a worldwide empire at that time (v. 38) .
. verse Daniel prophesies that another kingdom inferior to the first would
s enqiire, identified by the chest and anns, would be of silver and is
as the Medo-Persian empire. We see that further in the book
28; 7:5; 8:1-4). The Medes and Persians in duality were ruling together.
ested by the two arms of the image.
· _g~om of brass would next bear rule over all the earth. This is posit1fie~ as Greece (8:20, 21). This began as the Macedonian kingdom of
and his ~on Alexander the Great. In only three years Alexander totally
do-Pe:sia.

In another eight years he was ruler of the largest empire

er existed.
: gdom is described in the 40th verse. This kingdom would be as strong
Ge
1 there are no direct references in the Bible to Rone as the
n:se~!
the pages of secular history are very clear. To "break in
i~ .J.s a good description of the effect of the Roman Empire on all
ey conquered in those days.
TS' furth er interpretation,
''Whereas thou sawest the feet and toes,
·
the
of ~ea):'•
and
part
of
iron,
the kingdom shall be divided" (v. 41).
1
re. ~mage suggest the duality of the eastern and western branches of
te e reference to feet and toes indicates a further division of
ton parts. Some Bible scholars llllderstand simply that many smallorl~ucceed the Roman empire. The view of the image carries the
government from the tine of Nebuchadnezzar without interruption
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to the time when the image will be smitten by the stone cut out without h
(Luke 21:24).
.
There is a day coming when the "times of the Gentiles" will end and when
will cease to be trodden down by the alien foes, once more becoming the se
Israel's national government. This, many believe, happened on May 14 i 94
Israel became a nation in its own land. Other Bible teachers point o~t
of the four kingdoms pictured by the image ruled over the entire known wor
their day. There has never been a true world empire since the decline and
Rome. They believe that the lands which comprise that Roman empire will
be fonned into a ten-kingdom confederacy (Daniel 7:24).
The second chapter of Danie 1 shows us the non-Jewish nations of the world
rule over the earth, as well as a picture of the conditions after the Oiu
Jesus Christ has gone home to be with the Lord at the Rapture. ''The t imes
Gentiles" continues through the Tribulation at which time these powers wi
judged by the Lord. Their dominion ends at the second coming of Christ as
up His wonderful kingdom on this earth. Five world dominions in their su
are seen in the image of Daniel 2. The final one will arise out of t he
the four when the judgments of God begin to fall in biblical prophecy . It
set up by the God of heaven, and will be "the stone cut out without hands
Lord Jesus Christ. He sets up His kingdom represented by the smiting of '
govenunents of the world.
When you get right down to it,
chapter is a biblical mountain
on prophecy." This stone that
grows until it fills the whole

as Dr. William Pettingill observed, "Thi s
peak; one of the great pivotal chapte rs of
strikes the image, smashing it into pie ces,
earth.

1he hand of God is very clearly seen in the revelation of Nebuchadnez zar' s
The use of Daniel for the vehicle to make the pronouncements would leave ni
God had spoken. The account is a beautiful picture of the Lord's leading
every step. There was united prayer by the little group of Jews headed up
young prophet. Daniel didn't forget to be thankful (2:20-23). Because of
intervention, the wise men of Babylon were saved and Daniel was brought be
king.
The king had seen in his dream a colossal figure, both wonderful and awes
look upon. Its brightness was excellent and its form was exceedingly te
(2 :31). The king also saw a great mountain, with a huge stone which see
come dislodged from the top. It came rushing toward the image and broke
to pieces. The great statue; thus denied its support, came crashing to
with the iron, clay, brass, silver and gold broken to pieces, like the ch
swmner wheat threshing floor (2: 35). Thus even the pieces disappeared, fo:
wind carried them away.
Having told the dream, Daniel proceeded with the interpretation. He expl
the image was a picture of the gentile nations, beginning with NebuchadneZ
rule. His kingdom would be followed by an inferior one, with the thir~ of
lower grade. From this would proceed a fourth kingdom subduing, bre akm~
bruising everything. Further, this world monarchy would be ultimately dith
shown by the two legs and ten toes which would normally shew both streng ,
weakness. God decreed that Babylon should disappear, giving way to anothe
power (5: 30, 31). Every student of history knowns Daniel's prophecy was
with exact precision in the succession of Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece,
Rome.
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d

olitical condition of the world will continue until the AntiThese portions will be confederated llllder
ars fu~ re day after the Church is gone from this world. The stone which
1D. a e rs Christ. The Bible shc:Ms that prior to the Savior's coming in
e ~~~ast seven years prior to that time He will have caught His Church up
~ to meet Him. For this reason, when He finally appears in glory to
air
. h H.
d, His Church will be wit
im.

divid~ rlng the Tribulation.

mind that the Church doesn't appear in Daniel,_nor in fact ~e Old Testacept in symbol and in_ types. We 1:111-derstand this from Ephesians 3:1-11 for
was a mystery, hid in God and first :eveal:d ~o the apostle Pa1:11. To
is prophecy of Daniel 3 to the Church is to invite untold confusion. When
omes to the earth again, it will be as the only sovereign Potentate, the
kings and Lord of lords! In that day there shall be only one Lord. May we
vers be eagerly waiting, with our loins gird about, and our lamps burning
It is this event which fills our hearts with eager anticipation.
three to six of Daniel set forth the moral and religious conditions which
at the beginning of the times of the Gentiles. They also foreshadow
·cally the situation which can be expected during the Great Tribulation under
e of the Antichrist, the supennan who is yet to come. Here we have a record
God miraculously overruled the idolatry, pride, and self-will of monarchs
uchadne zzar. These four young Hebrews are a striking type of the faithful
rerrmant during the time of the end. They will be witnessing for the Lord in
of the threat of martyrdom.
adnezzar had ordered a huge image built which was sixty cubits high and six
wide. Of course, six in the Bible is the nwnber of man. We recall from
ion that the Antichrist's nurrber will be 666 (Revelation 13:18). The cubit
in olden days so that no one can be absolutely sure of its measurement. If
twas 18 inches, as some archaeologists and Bible teachers believe, then the
ould be about 90 feet high and 9 feet wide. Others feel the cubit was 22
which would have made the image llO by ll. In either case, it was a huge
Think of all the people who could see and worship it at the same time. The
of Revelation reminds us that the coming Antichrist will put up a statue of
f, corrnnanding all peoples of the world to worship him. This would be relaeasy with television available.
dedication of Nebuchadnezzar's image he called together a great assembly of
nt officials to bow before the statue. He demanded everybody in the realm
r to worship or be cast in to a burning, fiery furnace. He provided beautiful
. to accompany the pagan ceremony. Can we visualize mentally the scene? In
stance was the innnense and impressive image of gold, dazzling in the sun• _A long procession of priests from the temple of Baal marched slowly across
lam. Vast throngs of people fell down in obeisance. What a spectacle that
have b:en, calculated to appeal to the emotions. Satan knows the power of
to stir the emotions of men.
as Dr. Vance Havner who observed, "Some years ago someone asked a prominent
~f the day, 'What do you think of civilization?' He replied, 'I think it's
idea. _Why doesn't somebody start it?' When I look out on a world wallowing
an~tyrch~'
violence and moral decay, the most amazing thing about this international
1
15 that we insist upon calling it progress. But not everybody has lost his
1: few. sober people are beginning to suspect that the machine we have created
img wild, and that we're on a merry-go-round unable to get off. We are like
adn Wonderland who had to run as fast as she could just to stay where she was.
of necessity being the mother of invention, invention has become the mother

rurm
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of necessity. While we have developed the automobile, now we have to invent
thousand necessities, including superhighways, because this ire ans transportat
I might add that with all the fonns of pollution we may also have to carry he
aids because we have been so deafened by our own contraptions. We may need t
a jug of distilled water because our rivers have become sewers. We are beingo
voured by our own devices, outwitted by our own computers. We have a bear by
tail and we can't let it go."
This age of Gentile dominion will end irreligiously. Most of the God-dishon
ritualisms performed today are always accompanied by beautiful nrusic, just as
was in the day of Nebuchadnezzar. What ~ insult to Jehovah, who had given
heathen king a chance to love, serve and honor Him. It is the height of folly
try to go away from God's divine will and eternal purpose for your life. Tr,
will always be the result.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Pan el:

Vil.. Cha!.> e, Vil.. Funb ell.g and Vil.. S uthell.land

ve been fuml6.6ed fill.om :teac.hlng a Sunday .6chool claM bec.aU6e 1 weM .6lac.fl6.
a1.> :the ll.eaL> on.
1 don' ;t :trunk. ;tha,t women' .6 .6lac.fl6
· g men' .6 c.lo:tfUng.' How do you t)eel?"

t:DIL U6e.6 Veu:teJz.onomy 22: 5

passage states, "The woman shall not wear that which pertains llllto a man;
r shall a man put on a woman's ganrents, for all that do so are an abominato the Lord thy God." It is certainly important to consider the historical
d of this verse. Israel was llllder the law, and as such, the instruction
a binding rule for us today. In most instances women's slacks today aren' t
as men's trousers. Generally they are modest, especially at camps and con1hey are more a distinctive type of dress for women.
same time, if the pastor and the leadership of that particular church ob' the gracious thing for you to do would be not to wear pants suits in SlUlday
1. (Personally, it is hard for us to accept such outfits in the worship at
, al though we know this is a matter of personal conviction o) You should make
effort to conform to the rules and regulations of that particular fellowship.
re are any questions, remember, it is always lovely to see a lady in
tional women's clothing. In the ancient world we know of the efforts to break
the distinction between the sexes. In this way either one would wear the garb
e other. We see something of this same thing today. The Lord wan ts to keep a
ction between men and women. This aspect of "lllli-sex" is definitely not
tural. One other point is that we wish we knew the full backgrolllld of a
tion like this one. We need more information about the circumstances for a
d viewpoint of collllSel.
"I.6 theJz.e a .6 ec.ond woll.k. o6 gMc.e, and ~6 .6 o, whclt! .6 mean:t by U?"

This lll1Scriptural expression has come to be a technical term used by those who
that_ the first work of grace is salvation and then, at some other point,
er l!ll-raculous act, such as the ability to speak in tongues, is given. To
. this is misinterpreting pass ages of God's Word. There are those who hold
t if you are connni tted and devoted enough, placing yourself enough at the disal. o~ God, then there will be a second work of grace. The results vary. Some
1t is a new reception of the Holy Spirit; others, the use of tongues or the
r to heal people without medicine. As far as a "second work of grace," those
r_words are folllld nowhere in the Bible. Romans 12: 1 and 2 reminds us of a conlll.ng work of God's grace. It needs to be done again and again as we connni t
ct:lves t? the Lord. There also isn't any such thing as absolute sinless perco 1 ~' which sometimes is a part of the erroneous teaching of those who hold to a
~- work o~ grace. This is llllbiblical, flying right in the face of the whole
Ing of First John, especially 1:8-10. Such· a view makes God out to be a liar.
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The Lord won't hold anyone guiltless who calls Him a prevaricator!

Q. "In owz. pfUUJeM, we c.ome to the FatheJt in Ju M' Name.
involved in owz. inteJtc.UJ.>ion?"

Bed, ~

A. We believe very definitely that all true prayer is Holy Spirit inspired
been well said that, "True prayer is God the Son, praying to God the Father·
name and pOW"er of God the Holy Spirit. And the believer's heart is the pra-f1
This is a beautiful and most expressive thought. Please keep in mind that
absolutely no jealousy in the Godhead. Sometimes people get themselves so
in the norrenclature and semantics of prayer that they lose out in the spirit
power of prayer. Prayer is the soul's sincere desire uttered or l.Illexpresse
Q. "When Ju M WM on ea!ith He told H~ fu eiplu to pfl..Cly to :the FatheJt ht
Name.
Foft :thi-6 JteMon, would i t be wJtong to p!tay J.>ometimu cliJteetly :to Ju ,
tultheJt :than to the FatheJt?"
A. Remember, it is better to have heart in prayer without words than words
heart. We can't be so precise and fonnalistic as were the Pharisees. They
to dot the "i's" and cross the "t' s." As has been indicated, there is such
as praying in the Spirit (Jude 20) • There is a good fonn for prayer in Ep.
Remember, though, there should be nothing routine about our intercession.
pray in public it is for the edification of everybody. Make your personal
in your own private closet. Our prayers are through Christ (John 14:13 , 14;
16:24). Still, our prayers can be directed to any member of the Godhead.
In Dr. R. A. Torrey's wonderful book, What the Bible Teaches, he gives the £1
for prayer, "Praying to the Father, in"""'1.Jie name of the Lord Jesus Chris t."
don't need to be overly concerned about the technological aspects of our pr;
life. The general problem isn't to whom we should pray but the fact that we
to pray as much and as often as we should!

Q. "Owz. pMtoJt J.>ayJ.> :tha;t :the J.>ec.ond c.oming at) Chwt WM a;t Pentec.oJ.>:t.
t.Jtue?"

A.

No, it isn't. In Acts 2:1-4 we have a very clear description of the c
the Holy Spirit, promised by the Lord Jesus Christ. There are scores of othi
passages referring to the second coming of our Savior (John 14:1-6; Acts 1:9
I Cor. 15:51-58; I 1hess. 4:13-18, etc.). When the Lord ascended to heaven
the resurrection, those who were watching saw a cloud receive Hirn out of the
sight. In Revelation we learn that He is corning with the clouds, in the sad
manner as He went up. This certainly wasn't what happened at Pentecost .

Q.

"Vid EJ.> au c.ommit :the unpMdo nab le J.> in {HebJtewJ.> 12 : 16, 17) ? "

A. It would be well to consider Hebrews 12: 16, 17, "Lest there be any forni
or profane person like Esau, who for one morsel of food sold his birthrigh!;
ye lmOW" how afterward when he would have inherited the blessing, he was :eJe'
for he fol.Illd no place of repentance, though he sought it with tears." First
all, remember that no one in scripture mentions the llllpardonable sin except
Lord Jesus. Esau lived centuries before Christ came to earth. The wipard
sin actually arises out of unbelief. Martin Luther pointed out, "The all- 0
dernning, danming sin which leads souls to eternal perdition, is tillbelief." ,
a fact though that l.Illbelief has many ways of expressing itself. In Matthew
gospel Christ said in essence to His contemporaries, ''You are assigning they
behind Me in acts of miracles to the power of Beelzebub or that of Satan. .
failed to see that My deeds are being perfonned in the pOW"er of the Holy 5pl

1
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are calling the Holy Spirit, Satan." This is why the unparer i~~d blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. Blasphemy in the original
1 5 ~a f the mouth.
Scripture shows us that Es au couldn't have
~sin cific unpardonable sin, although he wasn't a saved man because of
f 5 ~~e is knOWil as a "fornicator," whid1 means he was innnoral and proth~ght, act, and. deed he was nowhere near God. He is a lot like Judas
did repent. He simply showed remorse.

do you become a. be.UeveJL?
d it cU.dn ' t .o e.e.m to he.lp. "

I ju,t,;t

~rUJ.,hed IU!.a.cU.ng ;the &ble 61tom c.ove!t ;to

knGll of course that there is no place in Scripture which states, "He that
the Scripture f~om cove~ to cover shall be. sa':'e~." The significance of the
le Word of God is that it tells us of the infinite Son of God, who alone
r to save. To explain salvation just as simply as possible would be to
Jdm 3: 16 by faith. The 18th verse pain ts out , "He that be lieveth on him is
11D1ed but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not
in the Name of the only begotten Son of God." Jolm 1: 12 shows us the imof receivin~Him. The King James uses the words following believe, "in"
intercllange ly. They are synonomous. The unsaved people of the world
eve in Jesus 01.rist in an intellectual sense, but they don't conunit their
oHis care and keeping; they don't fully trust Him. We must depend on Him
r our eternal salvation. We can't trust in any good works to be saved.
do believe in this sense, Christ comes into our lives by His Holy Spirit,
· g our hearts the moment we become a Christian. Old things are passed
are new creations in the Savior.

vr.e '.6 a lot o-6 talk. today abou;t Vta.YL-6 c.e.vide.vital me.dlta:tiovi.
ka.ve. to 1:,ay abou;t d? Vo you think. i t'!:> de.manic.?"

What doe..o the.

ere are even courses in some schools, where credit is given, to study 1M.
be sure we don't teach it at Biola College or Talbot Theological
Transcendental meditation actually comes from India and is basically
srn. Very briefly, TM holds that there is a certain formula to be followed.
to go to a religious leader for the specific word he is to utter rely. TI1is is a sort of "open sesame" which preswnably has potent power. One
put his mind, as it were, in neutral. (1hat isn't difficult for some
; ) Adherents say that repeating this "mantra" is mind-expanding and minding. f.lany actually say they want their minds not only open to all kinds of
_pCMers but also even to demonic forces. 1his is the great danger. For
tlan~ to be experimenting with this is tantamoilllt to playing with fire. 1he
reminds us that nature hates a vacuwn. You remember the man about whom the
SJ?oke as recorded by Matthew. When the man's demon went out of him and he
1t empty, he said, "I'm going to go back in and this time bring my friends."
result, the last state of that individual was worse than the first. 1he
hates a vacuum too. When the people wouldn't come who were invited to His
' God ~ommanded, "Go out into the highways and byways, and fill my feast with
who will come in answer to the invitation, 'Whosoever will may come."' A
g w~r~. of ':'arning and caution: flee transcendental meditation. It is old
~e rnduism coming to America. It may well be allowed as a judgment of
othd TM and self-realization come from that same place which is steeped in
l
a arkness and danmation.

"Should Ch!U!:>tia.VL.6 '6pe.ak. out agaiVL.6t c.omm~m avid '6oc.iaii!:>m?"
Yes' we certainly should, especially as they are practiced today. Naturally,
are some social aspects which might be quite acceptable, such as helping
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those who are less fortunate than we are. This approach is correct so l ong
squares with Scripture. Conununism, of course, is anti-God, as well as anti
everything else that we hold near and dear here in Arrerica. We need to be a
to the dangers and inroads of this satanic system into the very high places
government, national as well as state and local. It is a cancerous virus Whi
sweeping over the world. We ought to be vezy careful about those who, while
may not be conununists themselves, yet they seek places of responsibility in
govenunent, and favor corrmrunism. Socialism is simply a step on the road tow
connnunism. Our type of government, even with all of its mistakes, is still
than either of these other systems have ever demonstrated. We need to stay
free economy and a free society. How sad that the favorite sport in some qu
seems to be tearing down the various government agencies. Patriotism has be
bad word. These are very serious signs of a deep-seated malady in our COlU1t
Let us daily pray that God will deliver us from such practices. That the ve
strongholds of our government are being cri tj.cized and condenmed is a most un
fortunate situation. Granted, there have been many mistakes but may God help
we ever lose the purposes for which this nation has come into existence. In
countries where corrmrunism has swept the nation, as a prelude to the evil take
there have been these similar aspects of tearing down the government and the
of freedom through democracy. We see these "straws in the wind" today which
very disheartening. Christian, don't take a back seat; stand up for which yo
to be right. If you don't there may be no one else in your area who will .

Q.

"Bao e.d on I Timothy 4: 3, o.Jte. we. to ao.o u.me. tha;t Ch,tz,,Lltian.o a/Le. not to e.a.t.

A. Here is a good example of the importance of reading the entire passage t o
the proper context. The first three verses all go together, actually making
rather long sentence with a munber of subordinate ideas. The Holy Spirit does
speak in figures or symbolical languages but rather expressly. This shows He
Person, not an abstract idea. In the case of "latter times," remember there w
be latter times for the Church as well as latter times for Israel. These aren
the same. There will be those who shall depart from the faith. This is known
technically as the apostacy. Such foolish ones will give heed to "seducing
spirits and doctrines of demons." A second feature is that they "will spe ak i
lies and hypocrisy, having their conscience seared with a hot iron." They will
even forbid to marry, as well as command others to abstain from certain foods .
Actually, these are the very things which "God hath created to be received with
thanksgiving by them who believe and know the truth." So, you see, this porti
of Scripture actually says just the opposite as abstaining from eating neat or
other things. Don't think that you are any closer to God by being a vegetarian
We aren't to prohibit certain foods which aren't dishonoring to the Lord.

Q.

"How many ye.a,'1.).) a/z.e. the.Jte. in a ge.ne!teif.A_on ?"

A. It is usually considered to consist of about 30 to 35 years, with three
generations to a century.
Q.

"W,{.ll you pleM e c::UA c.uM elec.tion."

A. This isn't a political question, of course, but rather an important doct:in
issue. You may be sure that it isn't a simpJe subject in all of its theolog1ca
ramifications. There are also several varieties to be considered. There i s w~,
is known as "corporation election." As an example, in Deuteronomy 14: 2 Moses 1
reminded by God that Israel is a holy people unto the Lord, having been c.I: o~en
Him. The same is shown from Amos 3:2. In the New Testament it is an ind1v1dua
selection. Whenever God does this it is on the highest of all principles,
His infinite righteousness, love and grace. Since the Lord has done it, we
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gize for the holy principle of election whatsoever; it is His choosing.
learn from Ephesians 1, we are elected in Christ before the
as of the world. Nowhere in the Bible do we find that because God chose
. tit must mean that He chose others to go to perdition. This just isn't
5 Individuals go to hell because they don't receive or accept the means
·the finished work of the Lord Jesus Christ on Calvary's cross. No person
the day of judgment to the Great White Throne and complain, "Oh, God,
0 0air!
If You had chosen me, and not taken away this opportW1ity, I would
iever." Each one has many opportrmi ties to . answer the call, "Whosoever
come." This doctrine of election is for the assurance, blessing, confid strengthening of_believers. It doesn't in one single s~nse. put.God in
light; blessed be His Name! Tua~ He would choose anybody is tl1e miracle
les for we were all enemies of His.
0 1owe

the !.lto!UJ o6 ;the_ he_wng o 6 the man o 6 the pCllo lJ (Matthew 9: 2; Ma.Jtk 2: 3) ,
doe;.,n' t 1.:,ay that the me_n took him up on the two6 and let him down in 6Jtont
I1.:, ;thif.,, .then, the -0wne inudent?"
le it doesn't say definitely, we do assume that it is the same incident.
r that none of the evangelists who gave us the four gospel accoW1ts include

tail of every miracle, parable or discourse our Lord gave. This isn't the
of their writing W1der the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Mark tells that
''was borne by four." This bit of information wasn't included in Matthew.
t gospel accoW1t is much briefer at this point. This doesn't mean for a
that one of the evangelists is wrong and the other is right. This is the
why the harmony of the Gospels is so valuable. It gives us a more complete
of what our Lord said and did.

I believe that I run a bo!LYL-again bweve_Jt. Yet theJte, a.Jte -OiYL-O in ml} li6e.
c.ome,J.:, again I'll be Mhamed to ;5ac.e_ Him. I've c.on6e,,o-0ed the,,oe thing1.:,
, telling Him that I'm ,o oMlj, bu,t what I ckd WM a ve!Llj tefUL,f,ble thing. I
even talk to anyone eU e abot.d it. I 6 I ckd t!Ltj to make thing-0 !Ught with
pe.Mon ,{,nvolved, mlj 6amCllj would 1.:,u66etL tefUL,f,bltj. I wake up at night with thi,6
my [J;Uwt thought. What ,ohall I do?"
Je6U6

e recognize this as a letter of desperation.

First of all, remember John 1:

, "If we confess our sins, He (God) is faithful and just to forgive us our

, and to cleanse us from all W1righteousness."

This means your transgressions

~ompletely covered by the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. While we may
~ a wrong against another person, yet basically we sin against the Lord.

<?-nly we should make restitution insofar as possible. Actually, you are cong to sin in effect by keeping these past transgressions before you. God has
ansed you from all unrighteousness when you confess them. It is the· devil's
~rt. to. ke7p an individual down and defeated, reminding him of his wickedness.
e it isn t necessary to confess such sins to anyone else, you ought to en:vor t? make things right as far as possible. This should be kept in proper
d-pe~tive so as. not to injure others. Just take God at His word! Keep your
th fixed upon Him! When you continually think about your past, maybe way down
te recesses of your heart, perhaps you like to think about your sins. If you
d hru Y r~pentant and sorry, take these things to Jesus Christ. Keep your mind
ghteart fixe~ upon Him rather than the past. Look to the future. Christ is
/ 0 ush".111d Just.
He will forgive and cleanse from all W1righteousness. Thank
or t is magnificent truth! Otherwise, we would all be ashamed at His coming.

theJte any plac.e in Sc.!UptutLe wheJte it teW o 6 a peM on bung baptized
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A. No, there are no specific references. There were individuals who were
baptized as a preparation to Christ's coming. This is called "John's bapti
The nonn in the four gospels, and particularly in Acts, is an individual bej
confronted with the Gospel message. In receiving the Good News of the Lord
Christ's death for sinners, by faith, then as a mark of identification there
the Christian ordinance of baptism. Of course, there are two distinct baptisone baptism by water, and the other baptism by the Holy Spirit (I Cor. 12 : 13)
of us are baptized by one Spirit into the body of Christ. This is innnedi atel
upon faith in the Savior. It doesn't have to be accompanied by any feeling.

Q. "Jonah 3:3 tuzne.JcJ.J to the_ uty on Nine_vah
thtte_e_ day-6' j owme_y. ' Whcit. doM thi-6 me.an?"

Cl6

'

A.

I

'an e_xc_e_e_clingly gtte_cit. city

0

Some believe it refers to the fact that it took the average people three
go around the city. If a person walked about 20 miles a day, it would mean
metropolis had a circumference of 60 miles, or 20 miles in diameter. 1he 0
terpretation is that it would take one three days to go through the city. In
case the diameter of the city was a three days' journey, or a total of about ,
miles. That would indicate a much larger size.
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